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Introduction
to Barrier Group

“ What started as specialist protective coatings soon
developed into a multi-disciplined services and
outfitting contractor like no other.”

A global specialist in protective coatings,
architectural, insulation and scaffolding solutions.
Since 1975, we have continually pushed the
boundaries with innovative solutions to protect
assets in the construction, petrochemical, and civil
engineering sectors.
A trusted partner

Our vision

Barrier Group takes the time to
understand, educate and complement
a client’s existing engineering skills.
This allows us to fully integrate into the
project and become an entity whose
decisions you can trust. Coupled with
our vast industry experience and
discipline, this has enabled us to forge
strong customer relationships that
date back decades.

We aim to continually challenge the
existing market with niche engineering
solutions. We will carry on exceeding
our clients’ expectations add value and
strategically pursue new markets so
as to adapt and share our cutting edge
approach.

Our reputation is unrivalled and
this is attributed to our experience,
knowledge and undoubted
professionalism.

Innovate
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Add
Value

World-leading asset protection

Optimise
Efficiency
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The Group
The companies in Barrier Group each have a
central administration resource, but function as
separate Limited Companies. Each division has its
own project management department, with the
flexibility to manage across disciplines, ensuring
projects can run seamlessly.
Our centralised system also means we have
a wealth of resources for Quality Assurance
documentation and providing specialised support.

Expertise and training

How
We
Deliver
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World-leading asset protection

The knowledge that we have developed over
time is passed down through the workforce with
employee support and on-the-job training. This
training enables employees to work flexibly across
projects as strong teams are assembled for
projects based on skillset.

Facilities and equipment
Barrier Group’s headquarters are located in
Wallsend, Newcastle, where production is carried
out such as fireproofing and specialised painting.
At our facility in Wynyard, Stockton-on-Tees,
modular construction assembly and outfitting are
overseen. Over the years, Barrier Group has built
up a bank of specialised equipment which has
been maintained and upgraded for regular use.

Financial resources
The company holds financial resources to fund
our multi-million pound projects. With domestic
and worldwide contracts, the company has
always driven innovation to open up new markets
and opportunities.

Safety and environment
Our health, safety, and environmental policies
are reviewed and updated following guidelines
and relevant legislation. This diligence allows us
to adequately protect staff on all sites, property,
and the environment. Additional research into
specific issues associated with dust, emissions,
noise and waste handling is carried out to protect
personnel and the environment’s exposure from
some processes.

barriergroup.com
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Why Collaborate
With Us?
Our Approach

Cross-discipline resources

Quality and efficiency

We continually develop our offering
through our unique approach to asset
protection.

Each of our companies has their
own specialism, which they have
established over decades. This enables
us to offer a full cross-discipline
service to our clients.

Being registered to BS EN ISO 9001
2015, we ensure the highest standard
through process and procedure.

Areas for improvement are identified
and analysed against current
processes and, from here, creative
solutions are formulated using our
industry experience. These ideas are
tested and once honed, become part
of our offering which helps us provide
cutting-edge solutions and lead
various disciplines.

The companies also benefit from
sharing technical information with each
other and there are countless spin-offs
between disciplines.

Over time we have innovated the most
efficient way to carry out our solutions
without compromising on performance
or quality. Barrier Group’s attention to
detail and carefully managed projects
leave no room for error, giving our
clients confidence in our abilities to
deliver the very best.

Experience and reputation

“Our unique structure enables
our customers to receive expert
advice and guidance across our
full range of services.”
Alan Nightingale, Operations Director
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World-leading asset protection

Our experience began within the North
Sea oil industry, painting structures
to be installed as part of a growing
sector. Since then, our expertise led
us to expand into other areas giving
us invaluable experience across many
markets.
Barrier Group’s trusted reputation has
secured us contracts with most major
oil companies and our client base
continues to grow.

Industries We Work With
Since the Barrier Group became established, we have
continued to diversify into new markets, presenting new
lines of work and opportunities.
Power Generation

Petrochemical

Marine

With experience on schemes such as
The Humber Gateway, London Array
and Doggerbank, we’ve become a
trusted collaborator in the offshore
energy sector. We also supported
Sizewell B in the nuclear industry with
multi-disciplined services.
Having completed numerous multimillion pound projects, Barrier Group
have become an integral part of the
power sector supply chain.

We have supported the petrochemical
industry with a comprehensive range
of surface preparation and surface
coatings to protect assets on and
offshore. Our methods include shotblasting wet and dry media such as
hydro-blasting, with a full range of
surface coatings. These coatings
consist of industrial epoxies, antiskid, tank linings and deck systems
which can be applied on-site or, where
applicable, at our Wallsend facility.

The Marine Division provides a
comprehensive range of services in
line with industry’s standards and
specifications. This offering includes
grit blasting, wet abrasive blasting, and
a full range of mechanical preparations,
scaffolding or containment, tank
cleaning, tank coating, anti-fouling and
non-skid applications.

Industrial Pipelines
& Infrastructure

We’re also equipped to apply thermal
spray coatings (arc and gas) for
specific types of protection.

Our Industrial Division specialises in
applying multi-coat paint systems for
pipelines and infrastructure, following
standard industry requirements
such as NORSOK, Railtrack RT98 and
Transco.
We’ve carried out extensive work for
the transport industry on tankers,
containers, carriages, rail lines,
coaches, and heavy mobile cranes.

Oil and Gas
We are world leaders in this market,
able to deliver a full range of services.
Over the years, these have included;
painting, scaffolding, TSA, PFP, GRP
tank lining, thermal insulation, cladding,
deck screeds, PU buoyancy and more.
Our work has taken us close to the
North Pole, to the Sahara desert and
the southern tip of Africa – no project
is out of bounds.

More recently, Barrier Group has
diversified into modular construction
and outfitting.

Defence
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit. Praesent
ut mauris metus. Vestibulum sit amet
enim porta, consequat dolor nec,
tincidunt augue. Nulla facilisi. In porta,
diam eget ullamcorper pharetra.

Civil Construction
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit. Praesent
ut mauris metus. Vestibulum sit amet
enim porta, consequat dolor nec,
tincidunt augue. Nulla facilisi. In porta,
diam eget ullamcorper pharetra.

barriergroup.com
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Current offices

Countries we have worked in

Wallsend, UK

Europe

Africa

Middle East

Wynyard, UK

Austria

Algeria

Dubai

Belgium

DR Congo

Qatar

Finland

Equatorial Guinea

Dublin, Ireland

France

South Africa

Birkenau, Germany

Holland

Vancouver, British Columbia

Germany

Roosendaal, Holland

Poland

Georgetown, British Guyana

Asia / Pacific

North America

Scandinavia

China

Canada

Spain

Papua New Guinea

UK

Singapore

Romania

Ireland
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Our
Global
Reach
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World-leading asset protection
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Years incorporated

Countries worked in

Total turnover

Projects completed

46

22

£600m 2000+
barriergroup.com
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Since 1975

1975

1987
1980s

Kings Cross
Underground
upgrade
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“We continually
develop our offering
through our unique
approach to asset
protection.”

World-leading asset protection

2011
1992

1998

Sizewell ‘B’

Newcastle
Millennium
Bridge Project

2002

BP Claire
Oil Platform

2020

2021

2018

2020

2021

Buzzard
Slugcatcher

Europe’s largest
PFP contract

The OOSV
Build
Contract
barriergroup.com
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Barrier Architectural
Barrier Architectural provide specialist services
on new build, maintenance and/or refurbishment
projects to a range of industries. The collective goals
of Barrier Architectural are: zero accidents, quality
product and service provided, completion on-time,
completion within budget, and repeat business.

Tony Scott
Commercial Director

Formed by Commercial Director Tony Scott and
Operations Director Graham Fuller, we focus on
providing a professional service to domestic and
international clients. We work closely with our
suppliers and customers in an environment of
continuous improvement to provide a dependable
first-class service.
Our strategic location in Wynyard within the North
East of England offers us access to one of Europe’s
largest employment catchment areas for specialist
construction and management personnel for the oil,
gas, marine and power generation industries. We also
have an administrative centre and manufacturing
facility based in Teesside with unrestricted access to
first-class facilities.
We pride ourselves on our superior quality of
customer care and this has been an integral part of
our success. Highly skilled technical employees give
our clients an integrated and proficient mechanism
for the safe and cost-effective execution of their
projects. We also make every effort to develop
close links with our customer base to promote nonconfrontational working in the best interests of the
project.
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World-leading asset protection
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Our Architectural
Services
Barrier Architectural provides the following specialist services
to the marine, offshore, oil and gas, construction, and power
generation industries.

Modular Construction

Façade cladding and roofing

Additional Services

We offer bespoke design and build
modular accommodation solutions
to offshore living quarters, naval
and cruise vessels, and commercial
buildings.

Barrier Architectural have unrivalled
experience in providing and installing
a range of façade cladding and roofing
systems to the Power Generation and
industrial sectors. This covers single
skin cladding, architectural rain-screen
systems, insulated render systems,
curtain walling, single-ply roofing
systems, and metal stud framing.

● Architectural Outfitting

Accommodation can be provided
in either a modular internal cabin or
self-sufficient steel contained unit.
Cabins or units are complete with
interior floor and final floor finishes and
ducting in each module. We ensure
all modules are accessible externally
to passageways and come complete
with lighting, small power, safety
communication and data systems.
They are fitted with either standard or
bespoke modular furniture to meet our
customer’s requirements. The HVAC
facilities are installed and terminated
for connection to area systems.
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“Our reputation is our USP. In
a challenging market, repeat
business is key to growth and is
the most accurate barometer of
our continued success.”
Tony Scott
Commercial Director

● Thermal, Acoustic and Fire Protective
Insulation
● HVAC Services

We have completed numerous
construction projects and specialise
in energy from waste biomass,
combined cycle gas turbine, flue gas
desulphurisation plants, domestic
schools, hospitals, and retain envelope
construction.
We also hold approved installer status
for the following non-exhaustive list
of products: Silka Sarnafil, Standing
Seam Systems, Tata, Ash and
Lacy, Eurobond/Euroclad, Trimo,
Architectural Panels Ltd, Mansafe
Systems, Green Roofs, Liquid Applied
Roofing Systems, Membranes,
Kingspan, Firth Steels, Booth Murie,
Brett Martin Roof Lights, Walkways,
Roof Drainage Systems.

World-leading asset protection

barriergroup.com
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Our Marine
Services
Barrier Marine Services are a wholly-owned subsidiary of Barrier
Architectural. This brand of Barrier Group was established in
Vancouver, British Columbia to serve the overseas market and
support the growth of the global marine supply chain as well as their
employees, customers, and stakeholders.

“The expansion of our highly
successful outfitting business
into Canada to ‘tap into’
and support its National
Shipbuilding Strategy is not
only a major milestone in our
companies development and
growth programme but is
also a fantastic opportunity
for our employees to share
and expand their knowledge
and expertise in an equally
wonderful part of the world.”
Tony Scott
Commercial Director
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World-leading asset protection

Engineering Design

Outfitting Services

Our engineering personnel have an established
track record in designing and engineering services
to the oil and gas, power generation, shipbuilding,
and construction industries.

Subcontracted architectural, insulation and
HVAC outfitting services provided to the defence,
offshore, and marine industries. Our company
also specialises in modular accommodation and
external cladding systems which services industrial
and commercial sectors.

Additionally, we provide engineering management
services covering the coordination of electrical and
installation, structural, piping, and HVAC engineering
incorporating innovative designs such as:
Vibration and noise reduction products
Weight reduction
Non-combustible products, with full MOD and UK
Naval Authority approvals

Our unique multi-disciplinary approach enables
Barrier Marine to offer bespoke solutions to suit
individual needs and requirements. This results
in an efficient and cost-effective system for our
clients. All our services are available to support new
build projects and the maintenance, upgrade or
refurbishment of existing facilities.

Blast & shock resistance

Partitions

Energy-efficient power and lighting

Ceilings
Doors
Deck Coverings
Raised Access Flooring
Fixed and Loose Furniture
Toilet and Bathroom Modules / Spaces
Sanitary Equipment
Galley and Laundry Equipment
Office Equipment
Recreational Equipment
Medical Equipment
Safety Equipment

3D model of accomodation

barriergroup.com
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Barrier Industrial
Services
Barrier Industrial Services Ltd is responsible
for carrying out major contracts in the module
construction, petrochemical and civil engineering
industries, both within the UK and globally.

Paul Harriman
Managing Director of Barrier
Industrial Services Ltd

Our expertise is second to none, reinforced
by proven project management capabilities,
maintenance skills and a first-class safety record.
An on-going commitment to quality and high-level
customer service enables Barrier Limited to remain
at the forefront of developments in application
techniques and advanced coating technology.
This area of the business established the use of
“black box” coating management, giving it capability
to handle the largest contracts awarded in this
sector. This development has evolved, allowing us to
transgress into renewable energy with major wind
industry projects, providing protective coatings and
specialist access services.
We also provide individual or integrated innovative
scaffolding solutions, allowing our customers to
choose the level of support and associated project
management they require. Offering a full supply and
fix service enables us to meet the requirements and
challenges of our customers.
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World-leading asset protection
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Our Industrial
Services
Our diverse range of tailored services allow for
reduced interfaces, better co-ordination, single-point
responsibility, less disruption, and a reduced project
management and trade labour cost.

Specialist Coatings
As coating technology has advanced,
Barrier Limited’s application methods
have evolved too. Our continued
investment in specialist equipment,
training, processes and certification
has maintained our position as
pioneers in applications of highperformance systems.

Thermal spraying aluminium

Glass flake linings

Barrier Limited has a large pool of
applicators, as the Thermal Spraying
Aluminium (TSA) process is slower
than traditional paint spraying. This
resource proved invaluable when
we supported the Nexen ‘Buzzard’
project, applying 7000m2 of TSA to
the cellar deck within four weeks.
Through careful planning, contractors
Heerema could continue work on
50% of the under-deck with a gap
between us and their operatives. It
is this type of diligent approach that
results in successful and coherent
developments for our clients.

Barrier Limited is an approved
applicator for the majority of glass
flake coatings. We are experienced
in the application of polyesters,
vinyl esters and special glass flake
polymers to various steel and concrete
structures. Products are used
extensively in tank lining systems,
with multiple grades available for
refurbishment work and general
maintenance.

Flooring and deck systems
Our application of various floor coating
systems includes self-levelling, screed,
anti-static, non-slip and architectural
screeds. These services are offered
on general steelworks and concrete
floors within the industrial and nuclear
industries.

2
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Pipeline Coatings

World-leading asset protection

Solvent-free coatings
We offer various solvent and solventfree coatings including polyurethanes,
phenolic, polyesters, epoxies and
synthetic-type coatings. Applied by
specialised equipment, these coatings
are extensively used in tanks, vessels,
offshore structures, marine holds,
bridges and jetties.

Barrier Limited has led the way in
coated pipework for the oil industry
since the mid-1970s, using many hightech coatings.
We work with clients in the sector to
line pipework, protecting it from the
harsh operating conditions of the fluids
being moved. We have developed and
built our plant to achieve the highest
of standards required for internal
pipelining. This includes our in-house
coating plant which can apply fusion
bonded epoxy (FBE) and polyurethane
(PU) to externals and carry out linings
simultaneously.

Powder coatings

Polyurethane coatings

At our powder coating plant, we have
a high-grade 13 metre long oven which
can apply industrial coatings to CW6
specification. This oven is able to
coat pipe bends and similar assets
up to two-metres in diameter. These
coatings include FBE, three-layer
polypropylene and polyethylene, and
various flow-coats.

Where FBE and three-layer system
applications are not possible, sprayed
PU is administered to CW6 standards.
Our team is able to do this on site with
portable plural pumps, minimising
disruption to operations.

With our exceptional Line Pipe coating
plant, we are able to apply multi-layer
FBE to up to 20-inch pipes, a valuable
asset to many of our clients.

“At the forefront of
application techniques
and advanced coating
technologies.”

Internal linings
Barrier Limited have innovated a
closed-loop full recovery system,
developed from an existing pipe mole
system for blasting and coating. We
recover and recycle the blast abrasive,
leaving a clean surface ready for
painting. This work can be carried out
at our Wallsend facility or in-situ with
the portable equipment we have built.

Tape wrapping
Although tape wrapping is not a
widely used system, we understand
that it is sometimes necessary and
have experience in the field. Utilising
equipment developed and built by
ourselves, we have successfully and
efficiently carried out tape wrapping
on several projects.

barriergroup.com
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Scaffolding & Specialist Access
At Barrier Limited, we are experienced in providing advanced
solutions tailored to our clients’ needs in all aspects of
scaffolding access. This includes conventional tube and
fitting, and system scaffolding to provide specialist access.
Design capabilities

Containment

Our project management team offer
a design service built on experience
and industry know-how. We adhere
to the latest procedures and safety
legislation, creating a safe working
environment for employees and
trades on-site. Certified supervisors
administer these sites to ensure highcalibre techniques and quality.

It is often necessary to fully
encapsulate a structure for health and
safety reasons. Activities performed
during maintenance, repairs and
construction create dust and
debris which can be harmful to the
environment and trades on site. Barrier
Limited has successfully operated
in the harshest of working terrains,
ensuring the highest safety standards
are achieved and maintained.

Health, safety and
environment
Our intelligent systems provide safe
and highly flexible access, support
and environmental protection. These
efficiencies help reduce costs, site
congestion, and downtime to benefit
our customers and their budgets.

Collaborative operations
Together with other Barrier Group
divisions, we become a synergy that
creates efficient workflows and better
problem-solving solutions to support
the end client. Scaffolding is supplied
as a support service to the other
divisions and, with a workforce over
100 ‘advanced’ scaffolders, there are
very few projects too large for us to
manage.

“ Barrier Limited’s primary focus is to protect infrastructure
and critical components of structures from the elements
and hazards using innovative systems and techniques. This
robust approach has allowed us to enter and prosper in
various markets on a global scale, over many years.”
Paul Harriman
Managing Director of Barrier Limited

Cradles
Cradles are used where a full scaffold
would be prohibitively expensive. In
our experience, these are the most
cost-effective on large tanks where
traditional scaffolding is too slow and
costly. This was the case in our coating
of a nuclear test plant in Grenoble,
France.

Mobile Access
We have mobile access platforms
for work to ships’ hulls and offshore
wind sites. These platforms can be
operated manually or through winches
to provide convenient and efficient
access.

Wrapping
Barrier Limited also provides a full
supply and fit service, enabling us to
meet our customers’ requirements
and challenged. Our highly trained
shrink wrapping team can erect
screens, partitions, suspended ceiling
covers and tunnels on a diverse range
of industrial and construction sites
around the UK.
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World-leading asset protection
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Barrier Fire
Protection
Barrier Fire Protection is a contractor of passive
fire protection (PFP) systems and specialist
coatings, protecting assets within the offshore,
petrochemical, pharmaceutical, nuclear, marine and
civil construction sectors.

Dave Shaw
Managing Director
of Barrier Fire Protection

Our unrivalled success has been established
from delivering project on time, using innovative
techniques and remaining ahead of developments in
fire protection technology. We only use leading and
tested products, backed by supporting technical
and installation services.
Our fire protection systems comprise both thick
and thin-film intumescent coatings developed for
blast and jet fire resistance specifications. These
applications may be pinned and metal meshed or
glass and carbon fibre cloth reinforced depending
on client requirements.

2
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World-leading asset protection
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Our Fire
Protection
Services
Barrier Fire Protection is approved and
certified by all of the market leading
material manufacturers, tried, tested
and trusted by all of the major asset
owners and operators.

Barrier Fire Protection is one of the first specialists in passive
fire protection solutions, established as an independent
company in 1990.
Our success has been built on being able to deliver
projects on time, using innovative techniques, processes
and products, keeping up with the latest technology in fire
protection.
Proudly designing, manufacturing and installing bespoke fire
protection pre-cast components for prestige construction
projects, in addition to bespoke application equipment. This
enables a fully mobile operation for our specialist application
machines and associated equipment.
As one of the pioneers of passive fire protection, the
company has decades of experience in providing solutions
for its customers. Members of its team – project managers,
technicians and application crews – are among the most
experienced professionals in the industry.
Products installed have performed and exceeded the actual
life span of the asset. Offshore decommissioning companies
dismantling redundant offshore platforms and rigs – are
approaching us to ask how to remove the fireproofing
coating originally installed by ourselves, which has remained
intact despite years of exposure in hostile offshore
environments.
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World-leading asset protection

“ Our most successful projects have
involved Barrier Fire Protection at the
FEED stage, where we have consulted the
client leading to significant cost savings.
Dave Shaw
Managing Director of Barrier Fire Protection

Epoxy Intumescent
Coatings

Vermiculite Cement
Coatings

Barrier Fire Protection uses systems
which have been developed for blast
and jet-fire resistance and where the
thicknesses of coatings are tailored
to provide fire resistance to specified
failure temperatures with resistance
to mechanical damage and long
service life.

Vermiculite and Gunite coatings can
be applied to structural steelworks or
Petrochemical and Industrial sites. Fully
licensed installers of Cement Type
systems, such as Promat Fendolite &
Carboline Pyrocrete.

Epoxy Precast Panels
Barrier has carried out the casting
of epoxy intumescents for passive
fire protection for many years and
is experienced in panel-making
for installation on site without the
constraints required when a sprayed
operation is used.

Penetration Fire Seals
Fire seals can be mastics, fire pillows.
We have extensive experience of all
of these in Oil & Gas, Petrochemical
and Marine projects. Offering
practical advice on specifications
and installation for building and
civil engineering projects including
penetration fire seals. Our accredited
test solutions extend to deck heads,
bulk head penetration and fire walls.

Benarx Jet Fire
Protection Boxes
Removable fire insulation epoxy boxes
are entirely covered with an expanding
epoxy coating. In case of fire, the
epoxy mass expands, creating a tight
barrier between the fire area and the
protected object.

Additional Services
Other things we can support with
include: flexible jet-fire protection
jackets to ESD valves actuators, control
panels, pipe flanges, and equipment;
syntactic insulation coatings;
combined passive fire protection,
thermal insulation, cryogenic insulation,
and CSP old spill protection solutions;
shotcrete, concrete, grouting, and
concrete slab expansion jointing.

barriergroup.com
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Our
Customer
Relationships
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